Introducing SWARM

SWARM is the world's first AI platform that amplifies the intelligence of networked business teams

Get Smarter, Together
Swarm is an AI-powered collaboration platform that amplifies the combined knowledge, wisdom and insight of your team, enabling more accurate forecasts, evaluations, and decisions.

Powered by AI
Built using our award-winning Swarm AI engine, the Swarm platform enables networked groups to form collaborative systems that converge on AI-optimized solutions the way swarms do in nature.

Swarm from Anywhere
Swarm is accessible from desktop and mobile using standard browsers. With a quick link, you can invite your team into Swarm, ask questions, and generate AI-optimized solutions and insights.

Validated by Research
The power of Swarm to amplify intelligence and optimize accuracy has been validated by studies with major universities including Stanford, Harvard, and Oxford.

Human Input
- Sales Teams
- Marketing Teams
- Engineering Teams
- Financial Teams
- Executive Teams
- HR Teams
- Customer Groups
- Industry Analysts
- Influencers

Swarm Amplifies the Intelligence of any Business Team

AI Output
- Forecasts
- Estimations
- Predictions
- Evaluations
- Assessments
- Comparisons
- Decisions
- Insights

Swarm is fast and easy to use for groups of all sizes, requiring no technical knowledge or programming skills. Teams are up and running in minutes.

Swarm quickly transforms any business team into an AI-powered "artificial expert," and turns any consumer population into an AI-optimized "insight engine."

www.unanimous.ai